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Covered Ball Used for Sports

Briei JKxplaaation ofDrawings

The drawing heidn are used to illustrate a working example of this utility model.

Figure t is a frontal view, Figure 1 i% an expanded frontal view of two leather pieces

highlighting die eyelets through which o locc pas$cs. Figure 3 is a rear view of one of the

leather pieces shown in Figure 2, this time with the protruding portions folded and

connected. Figure 4 is a cross-section of view A-A of Figure 2. Figure 5 is a view of a

longitudinal section of the leather pieces shown in Figure 2, this time with the folds made

to form tabs For the eyelets. Figure 6 is an expanded cross-section a! view of a portion

where a connection is made between (lie two leather pieces.

Detailed Rxplanarion ofthe Design



A leather ball used in sports js characterized by the following. According lu ^his

design, a number of leather piece* needed to construct a baJI are cut in needy identical

shapes, and the edges along the sides where two pieces meet are folded and attached to

form tabs fot eyelets. At the base of these folded pifir.es, a number ofpassage holes aro

arranged in a row along with a number of notches that are formed along th« miter edge

and face the interlocking portions to form a ILlV The folded pieces are folded so that

interlocking portions arc left on the rear side of the matched leather pieces along the

center. A proper adhesive is used to adhere these pieces to form an mc such that the same

tension is applied to the inUrlccked portions as to the leather pieces along the rear side

and such that there are no protrusions along the edges of the outside of the ball. With the

tabs of the leather piece* properly engaged, the laces are then inserted through the

eyelets. The objective of this invention is to provide a leather ball in which a tube can be

easily replaced, and in which the tabs that are designed for the sate of forming eyelets do

not protrude from the suifacc of the ball when being used. In addition, the purpose is to

provide a leather ball in which the lace used lo hold the leather pieces together is not

exposed, thus maintaining smoothness ova* the entire surface of (lie balL

Using the following drawings to explain the contents of this invention, the

number of leather pieces required to construct a ball, namely items la, lb, lo, Id,. .In are

cut tn approximately the same rectangular shape. Once these pieces arc formed, fhc edges

along the two sides, la and lb, where the pieces meet are folded and attached to form

tabs for eyelets, and itoese folded portions are referred m as la' and lb' in the drawings.

While a determined number ofholes 2 and 3 are created in a longitudinal direction along

these folded pieces, the interlocking poxtious 4 and 5 of these holes 2 and 3 are formed at



a thickness that is slightly less than that of the leather pieces themselves Then, notches 6

and 7 that face the interlocking pnrriooa5 from the outside of the folded pieces 2 and 3 arc

set on top of these inter locking portions, and the folrlerl pieces 2 and 3 an? laid out along

the center to match the notches 6 and 7, thus making for a smooth surface- The

interlocked portions 4 and 5 arc centered along the rear sides of the leather pieces la and

lb and arc each folded over. A synthetic resin adhesive material 6 is used to adhere these

pieces to form an arc along the front of the leather pieces la and lb, and unce this arc is

formed such that there are no protrusions from the ends of the interlocking potions 4 and

5, namely thft folded tabs (see Fig, 2), with respect to the from of the leather pieces la

and lb, an arc is formed along the portion where the tabs contact the rear side. Then, the

labs and holes thai are formed along the leather piece? la and lb are engaged, and a ball

is formed dirough the use of these leather pieces la, lb as well as any other leadier pieces

lc, Id,.. hi that a/e used. A tanned leather strip, synthetic resin tape material, or cloth

band 5 enn be used to cover the surface of die leather piece 1 that matches the surface of

another. In order to extend this matched portion from the inner circumference of the

leather piece 1, the aforementioned adhesive material C can be applied in a sequential

fashion to form the type of ball 10 illustrated in Figure L When this is done, a synthetic

resin material \ A, which is mixed with a coloring agent that either matches or contrasts

with the color of the small spaces between the pieces, can be added to fill in small spaces

11 (see Figure 6) that are created between the feather pieces during construction of the

ball surface. Item 13 in die drawing represents the tube that is covered hy fhft leather

piocc l f and item 14 represents the lace diat is inserted llnough the holes provided by the



tabs. Note lhat a doth material cannot be used along the rear surface of the leather piece

1.

As noted above, this invention stipulates that the ends of the tabs that form the

eyelets shall not protrude from the surface of the bail 9. and that it is possible to form a

ball surface by aligning the portions along the frnnl and rear sides of the tabs with the arc

surfaces on the inside and outside of the ball 9. Tltfs provides a ball that is not only moat

suitable for use in sports, but ia also conveniently designed lu make it easy to replace the

tube 1 in cases where it becomes damaged, etc>
t by simply removing the lace 14.

Scope of Registered Claims ofthis Utility Model

A covered ball used for sports is characterized by the following, A number of

leather pieces needed to construct a ball are cut in nearly identical shapes, and the

matching ends of these pieces are fit together, after which a tape or band material is

applied to the surface along the iiuier circumference using an adhesive material. A

coloring agent that cither matches or contrasts with the color of the small spaces between

the pieces can then be added to fill in these spaces. Through the formation uf lob* 'along

the folded edges of t>vo pieces that are fit together in the formation of the ball, eyelets »i*

formed through which a lace is tied. At the base of these folded pieces, a number of

passage holes are arranged in a row along with a number ofnotches that are formed along

the outer edge and face the interlocking portions to toim a link. The folded pieces are

folded so dial interlocking portions are left on the rear side of the matched leather pieces

along the center. A proper adhesive h used to adhere these pieces to foim an arc such that

the same tension ie applied to the interlocked portion* as to the traQiei pieces aion& the



rear side and such that there are no protrusions along the edges of the outside of the ball.

With the tob3 of the leather pieces property engaged die lace is then inserted rhrnngh the

eyelets.


